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Route description  
Lagerwey Production Location
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Coming from the direction of Utrecht on the A12
Follow the A12 direction Arnhem. At the motorway junction (Knooppunt) Maander-
broek follow the signs A30 direction Barneveld/Ede-Noord. Once on the A30 take 
exit number 2 to Ede-Noord. At the end of the exit turn left onto Rijksweg/N224 
(signs to Ede-Noord).

Continue for 3,9 KM and then turn left onto the Apeldoornseweg/N304. After 500 
meters take the second exit on the roundabout. At the next roundabout (1.5 KM)  
take the third exit onto Wekeromseweg/Edeseweg. Follow this road for 5.9 KM. At 
the roundabout take the second exit. Turn left after 250 meters onto the Oud Wil-
linkhuizerweg. The Lagerwey premises are on the left hand side. 

Coming from the direction of Arnhem on the A12
Follow the A12 direction Utrecht. Take exit number 26 (Arnhem–Noord). Turn right 
onto the Apeldoornseweg/N784. Continue for 2.4 KM, then turn left onto the Ko-
ningsweg/N311. continue on this road for 16.5 KM. (note: it eventually turns into 
the Otterloseweg/N310) 

In Otterlo, at the roundabout,  take the third exit to the Apeldoornseweg/N304. Af-
ter 650 meter, at the next roundabout take the first exit onto the Barneveldseweg/
N801. Follow this road for 3.5 KM. At the roundabout, take the first exit onto the 
Edeseweg. Turn left after 250 meters onto the Oud Willinkhuizerweg. The Lagerwey 
premises are on the left hand side.  

Coming from the direction of Deventer on A1
Follow the A1 direction Amersfoort. Take exit number 19 (Hoederloo). At the end of 
the exit, turn right to Europaweg/Hoenderloo/N304 and continue on this road for 
15.5 KM. 

At the roundabout take the second exit and after 650 meters at the second round-
about take the first exit onto the Barneveldseweg/N801. Follow this road for 3.5 KM. 
At the roundabout take the first exit onto the Edeseweg. Turn left after 250 meters 
onto the Oud Willinkhuizerweg. The Lagerwey premises are on the left hand side.  

Coming from the direction of Amersfoort on the A1
Follow the A1 direction Apeldoorn. Take exit number 17 (Stroe). At the end of the 
exit, turn right onto the Provincialeweg/Harskamp/N310.

Follow the road for 7.8 KM. In Harskamp turn right onto the Edeseweg. After 3.1 
KM turn right onto the Oud Willinkhuizerweg. The Lagerwey premises are on the left 
hand side.  


